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I.

The New Strategic Role of Technology

Only in this decade have we witnessed the surprisingly rapid emergence
and easy acceptance of technology as a major strategic variable throughout the

globe for both corporations and national governments.

Our aim is to examine

the managerial implications of this development using two concurrent

perspectives:

a cross-industry analysis of technology-strategy behavior in

the semiconductor, robotics, and biotechnology industries; and a cross-country

study of these industries in the two key settings, the United States and
Japan.

We will conclude by arguing that the current worldwide emphasis on

technology is really part of the rise of what may be termed the "New Strategic
Complexity" in the 1980s, the heart of which focuses on the need today to
manage effectively extreme diversity along a number of dimensions and to
utilize the informal and formal aspects of strategy.

extremely significant for top managers.

This new situation is

Corporate strategy in the 1980s, at

least in technology-based sectors, will demand a broader array of conceptual,

structural, and implementation skills that was true for even the recent past.

II.

Technology and Strategy

—

The Conventional View

The fields of technology and strategy, until very recently, have

generally been studied and managed as separate areas.

To take technology

first, this subject has been studied in considerable depth as part of R&D

nanagement and the process of technological innovation; it has been examined
and reexamined as a determinant of organizational structure; and it has been

seen as being a critical factor in influencing the evolution of the inter-

national product life cycle.
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Modern technological innovation, furthermore, is now recognized as a
complex activity.

One important aspect of our growing understanding is the

realization that technological innovation is a process, made up of diverse
parts, varied participants, complicated patterns of evolution and information

feedback loops, and potentially lengthy time durations.

Moreover, great

emphasis is now placed on the role of "market pull" and "user needs".

Finally,

and this point must be emphasized, important research continues to highlight
the key role of people, as champions, entrepreneurs, or technology-familiar

managers, in effectively promoting and accelerating innovation.
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We will

later return to the ever-present need for these human micro engines of change.
But one of the most significant attributes of modern technological

innovation thus far has been de-emphasized:

the variety of types of technolo-

gical innovation that exist in modern advanced societies.

In developed

economies there are at least three ideal or pure "modes" of technological
innovation that can be identified:

Mode I - technological innovation in the

small high technology firm; Mode II - technological innovation in the large,

multi-product, multi-market, and multi-division corporation; and Mode III -

technological innovation in huge, multi-organization enterprises that usually
involve institutions from both the public and private sectors that are working

together on a mission-oriented large-scale program.

different modes is given in Figure 1.

weaknesses.
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A comparison of the

Each mode has distinct strengths and

Moreover, they do not exist independently.

Top managers today

ir technology-based sectors must often choose and blend the most appropriate

mole(s) of technological innovation to establish an effective portfolio of
types of innovative activities.

To turn to the field of corporate strategy, we have noted before that
until recently it has largely ignored technology.

In the 1960s the core of

strategy thinking lay in its focus on intelligently guiding the long-term
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direction of the whole enterprise and on the effective qualities of leadership
for accomplishing that task.

Very quickly, the major matter of concern for

strategy theorists and practitioners became issue of guiding the large, diversified corporation.

There was also in the 1960s a particular fascination with

designing appropriate internal structures and reward, control, and information
systems for supporting overall strategy In order to maximize business opportu-

nities and minimize the possibility of failure.
Toward the end of the 1960s and throughout the 1970s corporate strategy
became increasingly analytical and formal, incorporating some of the insights
and methodologies of such fields as regional economics, finance, microeconomics, statistics, and industrial organization theory.

Such formal

strategic planning approaches include the strategic portfolio as developed by
the Boston Consulting Group, Arthur D. Little, McKinsey and Company, and

others, regression analysis using a large SBU-level data based called PIMS,

and industry competitive analysis.

The new strategic planning methods dealt

particularly with the problems of formatting the product-market diversity
of increasingly complex corporations and, varying degrees of effectiveness,

gave senior managers in these organizations a framework for strategically

allocating resources in the face of increasing variety.

4

The incredible

rise and success of strategic consulting firms in the late 1960s and 1970s and
the widespread acceptance of strategic portfolio methods testify to the real

need by senior managers for such analytical approaches in modern multi-product/
market and increasingly global corporations.
By the end of the 1970s, therefore, in a conceptual sense an important

dichotomy had become evident in the strategy field.

On the one hand,

successful strategy was seen to depend on the informal, ambiguous, and hard-todefine qualities of good leadership capability, the sound instincts of senior

managers, skilled implementation skills, and line experience, as well as on
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appropriate structures and systems within an organization.
characteristics Implicit Strategy .

We may term these

On the other hand, successful strategy was

also said to require a careful, formal assessment of the corporation's competitive environment using analytical approaches and good staff work.

We may term

these features of strategy Explicit Strategy .

During the 1970s Explicit Strategy became very popular in the United
States.

But by the 1980s, the pressure of an increasingly hostile economic

and competitive environment, the business success of the Japanese in several

fields without the apparent help of formal strategic planning or consulting
firms, and a severe economic recession, all triggered a reaction against a

total emphasis on Explicit Strategy thinking and methods.

Critics lamblasted

Explicit Strategy's emphasis on staff, planning, formulation, and a neglect of

They called for a kind of return to good line management

true expertise.

skills, implementation, and substantive knowledge of the technology,

operations, and market of a business

—

in effect to the values and practices

of Implicit Strategy.

We will return later to this apparent dichotomy in corporate strategy

between Implicit and Explicit perspectives.

For the moment, we would only

like to comment that these two perspectives do not to us seem mutually exclusive and that, as we hope to demonstrate, the New Strategic Complexity requires

competence with both approaches.

Indeed, In modern technology-based sectors

the need for effective Implicit and Explicit is absolutely essentially for

long-term success.

III.

Technology and Strategy Merged
We are ready conceptually to incorporate technology and on corporate

strategy

— two

distinct fields

subjects that have traditionally been studied and managed as

—

into a single framework.

This is an important step,

because today technology is an increasingly important part of high-level
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decision making in modern corporations, especially in technology-based
sectors.

Also,

the continuing tension and key tradeoff between Implicit and

Explicit perspectives in modern corporate strategy is highlighted when

technology becomes a significant strategic variable.
As seen in Figure 2, technology and corporate strategy can be related in

either a disjointed or a linked fashion.

A disjointed set of relationships

indicates that relevant activities are being done in separate units or organi-

zations with few formal connections and with little overall strategic direction
or coordination.

A linked set of relationships indicates that most relevant

activities are usually formally connected and under some sort of conscious
strategic direction or coordination.
There are at least four kinds of linkages:

intraorganizational , domestic

interorganizational , multinational interorganizational , and private-sectorpublic-sector .

All such linkages are becoming more important and more managed

as the various modes of technological innovation, by design, increasingly

overlap and interrelate.

For example, many Mode II institutions are now

attempting to gain the benefits of the successful Mode I firm, such as an

entrepreneurial spirit, a dedicated set of champions, a drive to be close to
the market and to users, and a familiarity with the relevant technology and

products at the highest decision-making levels.

To achieve these ends, top

management is employing such Intraorganizational linkage mechanisms as extreme

decentralization (such as at 3M), a matrix-type organizational structure based
on long-term and short-term criteria (such as OST at Texas Instruments), and
o

new venture groups (such as Exxon Enterprises).

Similarly, an array of

Interorganizational linkages, both wholly domestic and multinational, have
emerged in the form of joint ventures, research contracts, equity
relationships, and licensing or marketing agreements.

Indeed, as has been

pointed out elsewhere, earlier notions of a pure international product life
Q

cycle model now need major revision.
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Figure 2

Overall Conceptual Framework:
The Technology-Strategy Relationship

Forms of Technological
Innovation
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Finally, in the realm of Mode III, there has been a significant change
in the past two decades.

In the 1950s and early 1960s, at least in the United

States, large-scale government programs that also involved private firms and

other institutions were concentrated in the defense and aerospace sectors

where government was the primary buyer as well as funding source.

In the 1960s

and 1970s large-scale programs entered new sectors, such as energy and trans-

portation, for ultimately private-sector commercialization objectives.

Currently, under the rubric of national industrial policy, there is renewed
interest in how the government can help trigger significant innovation.

This,

of course, is due partially to the importance and apparent success, especially
in Japan, of large-scale, planned innovation.

Indeed, the current conceptual

connections between Mode II and III are often quite direct.

A fascinating and

illuminating development, starting in the mid-1970s, has been the effort to
apply formal strategic analytical approaches to a whole economy for making
industrial public policy.

This methodology has been attempted for Britain,

Sweden, and even recently the state of Rhode Island.

Several other

nations are also at least partially moving in this direction, and advocates of
similar approaches for the United States are proliferating.
The framework presented underscores a few fundamental and general aspects
of modern strategic decision making.

First, as strategy itself becomes more

Explicit, with managers attempting to attack the task of understanding and

managing an increasingly larger part of an increasingly more complex environment, the burden on Explicit Strategy grows.

Second, in the face of all this

complexity, which requires even more formal analysis, the other side of
strategy, the Implicit side, unfortunately tends to receive less attention.

Implicit Strategy, with its focus on people, implementation, ambiguity,
structure and systems, and instinct, often seems less important than formal

strategic planning and less visible and to be even more difficult to maintain
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A key challenge, therefore, for modern corporate

in good working condition.

strategy is to nurture effectively Implicit Strategy behavior while also

developing relevant Explicit Strategy approaches.

Finally, the framework helps

highlight the reality of the New Strategic Complexity.

We can now see, for

example, that strategy is truely global; that it involves the simultaneous

management of different kinds of organizations, markets, products, and technologies; and that it can include both effective competition and imaginative

cooperation through the building of relevant linkages.

We will now apply this

framework to three sectors in two countries.

IV.

Comparative Analysis;

The Semiconductor, Robotics and Biotechnology

Sectors in the United States and Japan

A major objective of our cross-sectoral and cross-country comparisons
will be to see how well we can identify the merging of technology and corporate
strategy and the rise of the general New Strategic Complexity in both the

United States and Japan.

Consequently, we will focus especially on three

characteristics for each of the sectors reviewed:

the composition of the modes

of technological innovation, the degree of Implicit and Explicit Strategy that

exist, and the pattern of and management of linkages that can be identified.
If a more or less unifying pattern can be found, across two obviously very

different advanced nations and three technology-based sectors with different

scientific foundations, different industrial organization characteristics, and
different histories and life-cycles, then we will feel confident that we can
make some useful generalizations about the direction and state of modern

technology-strategy issues.

A.

Semiconductors
The U.S. and Japanese semiconductor industries are part Icularly relevant

1,0

examine for our purposes.

The rise of semiconductors in the 1950s and early
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1960s has left an indelible mark on our thinking about technology-based sectors
and innovation theory.

In fact, the early semiconductor industry represents

the prototypical disjointed technology-strategy relationship.

12

There was

at that time rapid growth and rampant innovation by a diverse array of numerous
The industry exemplified the traditional international-product-life-

firms.

cycle and international-diffusion-of-technology models by clearly beginning in
a single advanced nation, the United States, and then spreading abroad as the

industry matured and grew.

The corporate demography of the early semconductor

industry also exhibited dramatic and memorable patterns.

Most old-line vacuum

tube manufacturers failed to make the transition to semiconductors.

kinds of new entrants succeeded in dominating the new industry.
is struck by the variety, birth,

Several

Indeed, one

growth, and death of firms in the early semi-

conductor industry and by, in the end, the dominant market share of the new
There was also relatively easy access in these early years to the

firms.

critical resources of skilled people, venture capital, and technology,

especially via the well-known interfirm movement of committed and knowledgeable
entrepreneurs.
demand.

Finally, government played a key role in stimulating early

But basically the government's role,

through the Defense Department

and NASA, was as an initial market, not as a direct shaper of industry behavior
or structure via national-industrial-policy mechanisms.

13

In these early

years, the various modes of technological innovation were separate; strategy

was more or less Implicit; and the linkages were highly disjointed.
But the U.S. semiconductor industry today has a very different kind of

structure and set of business patterns.

First of all, as seen in Figure 3,

Mode II is at least as important as Mode I.

Larges established corporations

are perhaps the major participants in this industry.

Second, the linkages

between the firms and various modes are increasingly numerous and complex.
This characteristic is indicated by Table 1, which documents the extent of
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Flgure 3

U.S» Semiconductor Industry In the Early 1980s Classified
by Modes of Technological Innovation

Mode I

Numerous Small Semiconductor Companies

Mode II

IBM

Western Electric (AT&T)
Texas Instruments

Motorola

National Semiconductor
Intel

Fairchild (Schlumberger)
Signetics (U.S. Philips Trust)

Mostek (United Technologies)

RCA
Harri s
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Clearly,

non- Internal corporate investment in the U.S. semiconductor industry.
the linkages

— both

domestic and international— between Mode I and Mode II

firms and between various Mode II firms

—

are increasing and becoming an

important part of corporate strategy in the U.S. semiconductor industry.

A fascinating example of this trend is IBM's equity investment in the
leading state-of-the-art semiconductor company, Intel.

In December, 1982, IBM

announced that it would buy a 12-percent stake in Intel for
in February, 1983.

$5250,

which it did

Later, in August, 1983, IBM boosted its position in Intel

to about 13.7 percent.

Most observers believed IBM was doing more than making

a good financial investment.

Rather, IBM appeared to be taking strategic

action to protect its and America's technological base by strengthing a key
U.S. innovator in semiconductors.

IBM had no intention of letting the U.S.

lose semiconductors as the country had lost, say, consumer electronics.

Furthermore, Intel was already a key outside supplier to IBM, with IBM

accounting for about 13 percent of Intel's 1981 revenue.

14

The spectacular rise of the Japanese semiconductor industry, along with

such other key Japanese industries as shipbuilding, steel, automobiles, and

consumer electronics, is obviously one of the major economic and technological
success stories of the postwar period.
is seen in Table 2.
4,

The incredible growth of this industry

But just as striking for our purposes, as seen in Figure

is the profile of modes of technological innovative activity in the Japanese

semiconductor industry.

Unlike its U.S. counterpart, which focuses on Modes I

and II, the Japanese activities are almost exclusively in very large firms and
major business-government-development programs, in other words Modes II and
III.

Moreover, as seen in Table 3, the major Japanese producers of semi-

conductors are large multiproduct and multimarket corporations that produce

electronic products that utilize systems of integrated circuits for the
consumer electronics, computer, and

telecommunications end markets.

The
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Table

2

Output of Semiconductor in Japan

Production of Semiconductors
(Y million)
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Figure 4
Modes of Technological Innovation In the Japanese

Semiconductor Industry in the Early 1980s

Mode I

Mode II

NEC

Hitachi
Toshiba
Fujitsu
Sharp

Matsushita Electric

Mitsubishi Electric
Tokyo Sanyo
Oki Electric

Sony
Fuji Electric

Mode III

VLSI Development (1976-1979)

Opto - IC Development (1981-1991)
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Table 3
Percentage of Total Sales for Major Japanese Semiconductor

Producers in 1979 Accounted for by Semiconductor
Sales (in Comparison With a Sample of Representative U.S.

Merchant Firms)

Japanese

-18-

semi conductor market is strategically not the only important end market for
The higher value-added markets of systems products are also

these firms.

critical.
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In the U.S., on the other hand, merchant semiconductor firms

like Texas Instruments, National Semiconductor, and Motorola, are major

participants.

Developing state-of-the-art technology is an essential part of strategy
in the Japanese semiconductor firms.

These firms generally are not solely

applying the traditional Japanese strategic approach of stressing long-term

growth and seeking dominant market share through volume production, low costs,
and quality

—

practices associated with Japanese success in steel, automo-

biles, and consumer electronics.

World market share figures for integrated

circuits, as seen in Table 4, show only a very slight growth for the Japanese
in recent years.

Instead, the Japanese firms are clearly using and developing

their semiconductor capability, such as in the 64K RAM and the 256K RAM chips,
to help for competing in the related consumer electronics, computers, and

telecommunications industries as well as to compete in the semiconductor
industry itself.

Semiconductor technology is now a broad strategic weapon in

related valued-added sectors as well as in the component semiconductor market
for these Japanese firms.
The strategic development of semiconductor technology and Explicit

Strategic patterns are seen even more clearly in Japanese Mode III behavior
for semiconductors.

The Very Large Scale Integrate Circuit (VLSI) Project,

which lasted from 1976 to 1980, is one of the most successful and well-known
examples
of national industrial policy for developing new and important technology.

The

VLSI Project was sponsored by MITI and the Very Large Scale Integrated

Technology Research Association, which was established by MITI to oversee this
project.

MITI had chosen its target area carefully and intelligently.

correctly perceived that VLSI circuits were the next generation of

MITI

-19-

Table 4

WORLD IC PRODUCTION
(millions of dollars)

(Percentages In Paratheses are of Total World Market Share)

Producing Region
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semiconductors and would enable manufacturers to build smaller and more
reliable computers and many other electronic products.
The VSLI Project was unique for Japan at that time since it was a truly

high- technology oriented enterprise.

Like most Mode III endeavors it had both

public and private components and the participants on the private side were
all intensely competitive semiconductor manufacturing companies:

Fujitsu,

Hitachi, Mitsubishi Electric, Nippon Electric Co. (NEC), and Toshiba.

firms had different interests, priorities, and expectations.

These

But through

skillful management on a host of dimensions the project had succeeded by
1

The success of the project served as a model for Japan and helped

1980.

accelerate the development of other new creative technologes.

national projects

—such

Subsequent

as the Fifth-Generation Computer Project, the Optical

Measurement and Control System Project, and the Flexible Manufacturing System
Project

—

are no longer aimed at catching up with foreign advanced technology,

but at developing new technologies and products and through original, creative

research.

All these projects have been modeled after the Mode III organi-

zational principles adopted by the VLSI Technology Research Association.

The

VSLI Project, thus, was a milestone in overall Japanese technology strategy.
The final point that we wish to make about the Japanese semiconductor

industry is that the linkages, already in stark evidence In the VSLI Project
ind in later MITI-sponsored efforts, have expanded and have even become

international.

As seen in Table 5, many of the major Japanese semiconductor

manufacturers have acquired or built manufacturing facilities In the United
States and Europe.

In the United States, the new facilities ultimately will

all be state-of-the-art plants aimed at producing 64K RAM chips.
for the U.S. industry, though not to the same degree,

producers are expanding beyond the home country.

18

As noted

the top Japanese

More important, this strategy
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Table 5
5A

American Subsidiaries of Japanese Semiconductor Manufacturers

Japanese
manufacturer

Capital
(millions of

Name of subsidiary

Location

Hitachi, Ltd.

Hitachi Semiconductor
American

Dallas, Texas

Nippon Electric Co.

Electronic Arrays

Mountain View,
California

Fujitsu Limited

Fujitsu Microelectronics

San Diego,
California

15.0

Toshiba Corporation

Toshiba Semiconductors
(Maruman Integrated
Circuits)

Sunnyvale
California

2.7

7.0

May 1978

December 1976
(Acquired)

August 1979

April 1980
(Acquired)

Electronics Industry Annual Report, 1981.

Data:

5B

0.45

Time of
establishment

European Subsidiaries of Japanese Semiconductor Manufacturers

Capital
(millions

Japanese
manufacturer

Name of
subsidiary

Location

of yen)

Time of
establishment

Operation
commencement

Nippon
Electric

NEC Ireland

Ireland

800

July 1974

April 1976

NEC

U.K.

Not
decided

December 1980

April 1982

Co.

Nippon
Electric
Co.

Semiconductors
U.K.

Hitachi
Ltd.

Hitachi
Semiconductors
(Europe)

West
Germany

1,240

April 1980

December 198(

Fujitsu
Limited

Fujitsu
Microelectronics
Ireland

Ireland

650

September 1980

February 198:

Data:

SOURCE:

Nihon Keiza Shimbunsha
The Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan, Ltd.

,

Japan's High Technology Industries

LTCB Research Special Issue, May, 1983, p. 15.

,
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is Explicit.

These firms view semiconductors not just as a component to sell,

but also as one of the building blocks for their strategies in the related and

higher-value-added electronic systems industries, such as computers and
telecommunications
In both the U.S. and Japanese semiconductor industries a complex set of

modes of technological innovation are at work.

But in the U.S., the modes are

largely I and II, the small and large firms; while in Japan they are Modes II
and III, the large producers and the public-private projects.

industries the strategies are Increasingly Explicit.

Also in both

But in the U.S. the

Explicit Strategy involves an increasing number of acquisitions, mergers,
equity investments, and joint ventures; while in Japan it involves the use of

semiconductors by large vertically integrated firms as building blocks to
enter related, higher value-added industries and large, multi-member, govern-

ment projects.

Finally, in both, we have witnessed the rise of a linked

strategy-technology relationship, which is a dramatic change from the
disjointed context of the early U.S. semiconductor industry.

In Japan, the

linked nature of strategy and technology is even more pronounced, not just

because of the multi- industry strategy of the vertically integrated firms but
also due to the targeted and cooperative public-private technology development

policies sponsored by MITI, exemplified by the VSLI Project.

B.

The Robotics Industry
The emergence of a true robotics industry is another major development

in the technology-strategy area.

Here the role and success of the Japanese is

even more striking than in that of semiconductors.

In semiconductors, there is

now perhaps a kind of dynamic balance and parity between the U.S. and Japan.
In robotics, we see a U.S. industry that never took off in its early years and
a Japanese industry that has already assumed global dominance and is ready to

explode.
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Actually, the rise of robotics is really part of a massive general

restructuring of the manufacturing process and technology field.

If this

overall field can be thought of as kind of mega-industry, then robots, like
flexible manufacturing systems, factory automation systems, and stand-alone

machine tools, can be considered one of several large "strategic groups" that
make up this industry.

19

In the United States an understanding of this larger context is important

for examining robotics.

What was once a traditionally fragmented field,

comprised of many small firms and few larger ones producing a so-called mature
product, the machine tool, is being transformed by two key and related

pressures:

technological change and intense international competition.

The

new technologies of electronics, information software, and new materials
(especially composites and powered metals) are changing the whole character of
metal fabrication, with the rise of robotics being just part of this overall
change.

In addition, the increasing international competition on the basis of

cost and quality, especially from Japan, has profoundly shaken the traditional
U.S. machine tool industry.

Finally, these changes have led to a number of

joint ventures and new entrants, including pure high technology robotics firms

like Automatix, firms with substantial internal manufcturing requirements like

General Electric or Westinghouse, computer firms like IBM, mergers or acquisitions like Westinghouse buying Unimation, and joint ventures like General

Motors teaming up with the Japanese robot maker, Fanuc.

20

To focus specifically on robotics, we find a global technology-based

industry on the verge of a probable takeoff.

Figure 5 shows that at some point

In the early 1980s the rate of growth of the U.S. industry began to increase

significantly.

But the United States is clearly behind.

unique situation.

This is a somewhat

In semiconductors, the U.S. still dominates, in spite of a

strong Japanese challenge.

clearly still ahead.

As we will see, in biotechnology the U.S. is

In robotics, however, the United States is lagging.

Why?
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Figure

5

ESTIMATES OF U.S. ROBOT POPULATION 1970-1981

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982
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As seen in Figure 6, the U.S. has a relatively long history of robotics

research and entrepreneur ship.

But the structure of the U.S. robotics

industry, unlike semiconductors or biotchnology, failed to evolve fast enough

into a rich, diverse network of technologically innovative activities and

participants.

As seen in Figure 7, until very recently practically all

'obotics activity in the U.S. was concentrated in a few companies, with two
firms, Unimation and Cincinnati Milacron, together accounting for over a

50-percent U.S. market share through 1982.

Robotics in the U.S. was in the

industrial R&D backwater and, except for Cincinnati Milacron, was largely a

Mode I activity until the 1980s.

The involvement of large manufacturing

enterprises and corporations with strong capabilities in the key technologies
and often huge captive markets was practically non-existent until the 1980s.

Furthermore, the U.S. govenment, the realm of Mode III, did very little to
promote robotics R&D.*

The whole American effort to develop robotics

until about 1980 was fragmented, limited to a few players, and lacked the
support of crucial stakeholders, such the large industrial concerns and the

government.
By 1980, however, the situation was beginning to change.

The growth

rate of U.S. robotic sales was accelerating and, just as significant, a whole
set of new entrants had appeared.

The new entrants, as seen in Table 6, are

not primarily new start-up ventures.

Instead, they represent large established

enterprises with strong manufacturing and/or technological skills.
and II are now fully represented.

Modes I

In addition, as seen in Figure 8, suddenly

a whole, rich array of linkages are being established through licensing agree-

ments, joint ventures, and mergers and acquisitions, many of which are inter-

*This contrasts, by the way, with the crucial role of the U.S. Air Force in an
earlier era for developing numerically controlled machine tools, one of the
most significant innovations in the history of manufacturing technologies.
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Figure

6

CHRONOLOGY OF ENTRANCE INTO THE ROBOT INDUSTRY
(symbol in parenthesis indicates Mode of innovation)
Year

Firm

L959

Condec Corp. (I)
Planet Corp. (I)

L962

Unimation (I)
A.M.F. (II)
PaR Systems (I)

1969

Prab Conveyors, Inc. (I)
Auto-Place (I)

1972

Devillbiss (I)

1973

Industrial Automates (I)

1974

Cincinnati Milacron (II)
Mobot (I)

1979

ASEA (II)
Binks (I)
Nordson (I)
Advanced Robotics Corp. (I)

.980

Thermwood (I)
Automatix (I)

:.982

General Electric (II)
Westinghouse (II)
I.B.M. (II)
Bendix (II)
General Motors-Fanuc (II)
G.C.A. (I)
Graco (I)
Cybotech (I)
Admiral Products (I)
Control Automation (I)
U.S. Robots (I)

.983

Textron (II)
United Technologies (II)
Nova Robotics (I)
Intelledex (I)
Machine Intelligence (I)
Lloyd Tool and Mfg. (I)

J

OURCE:

David Schatz, The Strategic Evolution of the Robotics Industry ,
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Sloan School, MIT, May, 1983, p. Ill;
and modified by authors.
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Table

MARKET SHARE:

6

U.S. BASED ROBOT VENDORS
(1980 - 1983)

1980

Unlmation
Cincinnati Milacron
DeVilbiss
Asea Inc.
Prab Robots Inc.
Cybotech
Copperweld Robotics
Automatix
Advanced Robotics Corp.
Mordson
Thermwood
Bendix
GCA Industrial Systems
IBM
GE
Westinghouse
U.S. Robots
Graco
Mobot
GM/Fanuc
American Robot
Textron
Nova Robotics
Control Automat on
Machine Intelligence
Intelledex
Other

44.4%

1981

1982

1983
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Figure 8
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The New Strategic Complexity has arrived in the U.S.

national in character.

robotics industry , perhaps just in time.
The growth of the Japanese robotics industry has been truly spectacular.

In Figure 9, we see that by 1981 the Japanese were producing almost 23,000
units, compared to an estimated robot 5,500 robots in operation in the United

States at that time.

Or to use another example, of the 20,268 sophisticated

industrial robots in commercial operation worldwide in 1979, 14,000 units were
in use in Japan, 3,255 units in the U.S.

and 3,013 units in Europe.

over two-thirds of all the operating robots in the world.
at Figure 9, we see another important characteristic:

21

Japan had

Looking again

the takeoff came earlier

in Japan than in the U.S., in the mid-1970s rather than the early 1980s.

Robotics may be the first truly emerging technology-based industry In recent
times that the Japanese have dominated from practically the beginning.
One important reason for Japan's success was the early development of a

critical mass and great variety of technical and manufacturing capability for
producing robots.

Table

7

Robot users are found in many sectors, as seen in Table 7.

shows that Japanese robot manufacturers range from small to medium to

very large corporations.

There are a large number of organizations In Japan

Also, the robot industry

involved in robot development, use, and marketing.
possesses all modes of technological innovation.

This is seen in Figure 10.

lobot manufacturers are found in several industries.

One important aspect of the Japanese robotics industry is the key role
of a few small Mode I enterprises.
Ltd.
is

22

The leading example Is Dainichi Kiko Co.,

This company, founded in 1971 with capitalization of Y 1.5 million,

entrepreneurial, professional, and global in its outlook.

Japan's largest robot factory In 1982.
It has about 184 employees.
to about Y 14.0 billion.

It completed

Its president, Toshio Kohno, is 42.

From 1979 to 1983 sales grew from Y 0.8 million

The firm produces a wide range of robots and sells
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Figure
Figure
11

i
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Japanese production

9

of industrial robot
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The Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan, Inc., Japan's High Technology
Industries. LTCB Research Special Issue, May, xyttJ, p. 8.
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Table

7

Distribution of Japanese Robot Manufacturers
(Number of Firms 1p March, 1981)

No. of

employees
Capital

Less
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Figure 10
The Japanese Robot Industry, 1983

Classified by Modes of Innovation

Dainichi Kiko
Motoda Electronics

Mode I

Mode II

Mode III

1)

Makers of electrical appliances
Yaskawa Electric
Hitachi
Toshiba
NEC
Mitsubishi Electric
Oki Electric
Fuji Electric
Shinko Electric
Meidensha
Matsushita Electric Industrial

2)

Makers of Machinery
Fanuc
Orii
Aida Engineering
Kayaba Industry
Nachi-Fujikoshi
Toyoda Machine Works
Komatsu Seisakusho
Tsubakimoto Machinery & Engineering
Tokyo Seiki
Toshiba Seiki
Sankyo Seiki

3)

Makers of Transportation Machinery
Kawasaki Heavy Industry
Ishikawajima Harima Heavy Industry
Mitsubishi Heavy Industry
Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding
Shinmeiwa Ind.
Tokiko

4)

Makers of iron and steel
Kobe Steel

5)

Others
Pentel
Sailor Pen
Pilot Pen
Okamura

Standardization Project of Industrial Robots (1974-1978)
Flexible Manufacturing System (1977-1983)
Robot Research Program (1982 )
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to small companies and large ones, such as Hitachi, Fujitsu, Matsushita

Electric, and Mitsubishi Electric.
robot manufacturer.

Dainichi Kiko is now Japan's third largest

It both uses internal R&D as well as outside sources.

The

company established partnerships with such firms as Cincinnati Milacron in
1982, NEC in 1983, and Yamazaki Iron Works in 1983 (Yamazaki is Japan's largest

machine tool builder).
products were exported.

Its orientation is global.

In 1982, 50 percent of its

Dainichi Kiko is extremely sophisticated.

Its

strategy is based on entrepreneurship, professional analysis, global
competition, and linkages.
Still, in Japan there are very few firms that specialize in producing

only robots.

Most robot firms come from other businesses.

23

Moreover, many

of these firms are huge industrial enterprises with a large internal market to

use as a base for robot development.

24

Also, about 70 percent of robot

manufacturers have their own R&D laboratory and staff.

25

Of course, much

has also been made of a supportive internal work climate with, for example,

life-time employment and company unions.

Another aspect of robot development in Japan is the huge societal commitment to robot R&D.

Fundamental research is being done at 85 universities and

public institution across Japan.

27

MITI has also played a key role.

It

ended in the Spring of 1981 a 10-year project on information processing
systems, with such participants as Toshiba, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi Electric,

Hitachi, and NEC, which led to development of new sensor systems for robots.

Another relevant government-sponsored project involved the development of

"complex production systems with super-high-powered lasers".

28

Finally, the

Japanese have quickly seen the need and advantages of establishing a number of
strategic linkages, especially international ones, in the form of licensing
and joint ventures.

A list of such activities is given in Figure 11.
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Figure 11

American Companies Importing or Licensing Japanese Robots

United States (Importer or Licensee)

Japan (Exporter or Licensor)

General Electric

Hitachi

Westinghouse

(Mitsubishi Electric
(Komatsu

IBM

Sankyo Seiki

Hobart Bros.

Yaskawa

Automatix

Hitachi

Admiral Equipment

Yaskawa

GCA
GM (joint venture)
Advanced Robotics
Machine Intelligence Corp. (MIC)

Dai Nichi Kiko
Fanuc
Nachi Fujikoshi
Yaskawa Electric

Japanese Companies Licensing American Robots

United States (Licensor)

Japan (Licensee)

Unimation

Kawasaki

Prab Robots

Murata Machinery

SOURCE:

Paul H. Aron, Testimony Before the Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight of the Committee on Science and Technology , U.S.
House, June 2, 1982, p. 3.
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The contrast between the U.S. and Japanese robotics industries

demonstrates once more the importance of multiple modes of technological
innovation, the advent by the mid-1970s of effective Explicit Strategy in the

Japanese case, where robot development first was often a key part of a general
ir

ternal manufacturing strategy and then this experience with robots became

foundation for producing a product for an external market.

th

Also, MITI

very early targeted robotics as a key sector for national industrial policy.
Fi lally,
th

i

in Japan,

the robotics industry by the mid-1970s reflected many of

aspects of the New Strategic Complexity, especially by exhibiting a growing

and increasingly complex set of linkages, both domestic and international.

C.

Biotechnology
Determining the structure and evolution of the emerging biotechnology

industry is complicated, first of all, by the mixture of technologies and

disciplines that comprise this industry.

Biotechnology has been defined as

"the use of living microorganisms, animal and plant cells, or their components,

such as enzymes or membranes, to transform, synthesize, degrade or concentrate

materials.

29

But it is still not clear that we can speak of a distinct

"biotechnology industry", which involves the related areas of industrial
microbiology, genetic engineering, and fermentation.

Another important dimension of complexity for biotechnology is the great
diversity of potential uses and markets.
categories can be discerned:

At least four general market

(1) health care and pharmaceuticals;

(2)

industrial chemicals; (3) agriculture; and (4) other (such as energy, mineral
extraction, pollution control, and even biomolecular computers).

Projections

of the market for the entire biotechnology industry vary widely.

For the year

2000, for example, they 2000 range from a low of $14.6 billion to a high of
•an

$500 billion.
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The biotechnology industry almost from the start:, has been a global

industry with all modes of technological innovation in operation.
on Figure 12.

This is seer,

Countries known to have commercial biotechnology firms include:

Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Panama, Spain,

Switzerland, United Kingdom, the United States, and West Germany.

Biotechnology, in short, although in its early stages, is more strategically
complex than was, for example, the early semiconductor industry or even the

robotics industry.
In the U.S., Mode I and II biotechnology firms coexist and have estab-

lished important linkages with one another.
tive Mode I firms:
II firms:

We will focus on three representa-

Genentech, Cetus, and Biogen and three representative Mode

DuPont, Monsanto, and Eli Lilly.

Genentech (GENetic ENgineering TECHnology)

,

incorporated in California

on April 7, 1976, was founded to develop commercial applications for rDNA

technology.

31

The firm's first milestone was the microbial expression of

somatostatin, a brain hormone, in August 1977.
have also been achieved.

A number of other breakthroughs

In many ways, Genentech appears to be a prototypical

Mode I firm in focusing basically on a particular technology (rDNA) and main-

taining high morale and loyalty.

To retain scientists important equity and

profit-sharing programs have been established.
But Genentech posseses significant non-Mode I characteristics as well.
The firm is determined to be a total vertically integrated company that

operates in the rDNA field and has a rather elaborate organization structure.
Some departments relate to the flow of product development and other units are

organized according to various substantive fields in the rDNA area.

The

company has five research departments and various functional departments,
including process development, production, and marketing.

Promising products

in various areas, therefore, can be taken from initial development to diffusion

in the marketplace.
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In addition, the firm has important financial linkages with large corpo-

rations and impressive financial resources for a Mode I firm.

holders include Fluor, Monsanto, and Corning Glass.

Large share-

About 1.8 percent of the

firm is owned by a group of eight Japanese financial and educational instituIn addition, on October 14, 1980, Genentech raised $36.5 million in a

tions.

public issue of 1,100,000 shares at

fc35

per share.

revenues were over $21 million with about
share).

Assets were approximately

fc66

fc.5

In 1981, Genentech's

million in net income (£.06/

million.

Genentech's strategy is impressive and sophisticated.
Ls

professional.

Its top management

The firm is involved in a number of research contracts for

several companies, including Fluor, Hoffmann-La Roche, A.B. Kabi, Eli Lilly,
tonsanto, Lubrizol, I.P.R.I., Vega Bio Chemicals, Corning Glass Works, Sumitomo

Chemical, and Daiichi Seiyaku.

proprietary projects.

Genentech is also working on about thirty

In terms of product development, the firm has focused

ts core business on the human health care field.

But Genentech is also

..aying the foundations for entry into other areas, such as animal growth,

hormones, and industrial enzymes.

It is developing an increasingly large set

of proprietary products and processes that, it hopes, will act as barriers to

entry.

Particularly significant is the firm's strategic use of research agree-

ments, licensing, and joint ventures in order to enter the market quickly and
to gain production and marketing expertise.

Also the strategic linkages with

outsiders perhaps preempts some of the competition in the short term and allows

Genentech time to establish itself as a secure full-line biotechnology company.
Its strategic sense of timing is also illustrated by the way it has focused

first on high-margin, low-volume pharmaceutical products in which it has

developed a particular competence.

The firm has also obviously been successful

in obtaining its financing needs without exhausting any single source of

capital.

Genentech has also established a leadership position at least
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partially by particularly good management of its public relations.

Finally,

the firm has paid careful attention to its management structure and human

resources, balancing a sound strategy with a commitment to recruit and keep

high-caliber scientists.
Cetus presents an interesting contrast to Genentech.

32

Cetus has a

itrong scientific orientation and is more purely technology driven.

For

example, the firm has an active and diverse 30-member scientific advisory
board.

Also, the company has a rather unique method for establishing entre-

preneurial 60-percent-owned subsidiaries in order to keep creative and

ambitious scientists.

Consequently, Cetus has had a broad portfolio of

biotechnology business activites and a more loosely structured and decentralized organization.

Moreover, although Cetus' strategy has thus far appeared

less clear than that of Genentech, the firm possesses a high level of morale

and loyalty from its employees and may also be more opportunistic than

Genentech.

Although more purely Mode I than Genentech, Cetus (like Genentech) has
close financial linkages with large corporations, such as Amoco, Socal, and
the National Distillers and Chemical Corporation.

Also, seven months after

Genentech' s public issue, in March 1981, Cetus raised $107.2 million through a

public offering, the largest in U.S. corporate history.

Cetus, also like

Genentech, has a significant number of research agreements with firms.

But,

unlike Genetech, Cetus is much more dependent on research agreements with its

equity partners.
terms of field.

Also, Cetus' projects have been much less concentrated in
Cetus' activities are in health care, chemicals, food,

agriculture, and energy.

The company's competitive strategy also calls for

the use of patented, as well as reliance on unpatented, proprietary knowledge.

In addition, Cetus has not aimed to be a totally integrated biotechnology firm

and does not generally aspire to be a large-scale producer.

Instead, it has
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focused on many and diverse R&D efforts and it has established joint efforts

with its equity partners for larger-scale activities.

—not

to focus, say, on health care

—

This strategic choice

to develop genetic engineering applica-

tions for many industries, particularly in the chemical-process and energy

industries, is ostensibly in order to avoid the areas of most intense competi
tion.

But it may also be due to the influence of its major equity holders.

Cetus has considerable strengths, including possessing proprietary technologies, knowledge, and experience due to being an early participant in the
industry, successfully obtaining a massive amount of funding from a public

offering and also strong equity partners, and having vigorous high-level tech-

nological champions.

But a key area of vulnerability, until very recently, may

have been an apparent inability or lack of willingness to focus.

Perhaps Cetus

has been in too many areas; rather than being merely opportunistic, it may have
been spread too thinly.
Cetus seems to have recognized this weakness.
a line-oriented president away from Biogen.

In January, 1983 it lured

Also, in the summer of 1982 it

initiated a reorganization that reduced its research staff and narrowed the
scope of its research efforts.

Mode
Biogen

biotechnology firms are not only found in the United States.

I

N.A.

,

formed in May 1978 as a Netherlands Antilles corporation, has a

major operating subsidiary in Geneva, Switzerland and a more recently formed

subsidiary in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

33

Biogen illustrates the complex

international character of even Mode I firms at the very beginning of this
industry.

Like Cetus, Biogen has a broad range of technological expertise.
like Genentech, it also aims to be a fully integrated manufacturer.

But,

The firm

claims to have broad scientific expertise in such areas as mammalian,

bacterial, yeast, and fungal genetics, rDNA technology, enzymology, nucleic

-42-

acid and protein chemistry, microbial physiology, cell culture, immunology,
and fermentation technology.

Biogen, like Cetus and Genentech, has also been successful in raising

substantial capital, though not yet through public offerings.
investors provided an initial capitalization of $750,000.

The original

In 1979, Schering-

Plough invested $8 million for 16 percent of the company, giving Biogen a

valuation of $50 million at the time.

By 1981, without going public, Biogen

had raised nearly $40 million in capital, including some $20 million from
Monsanto.

In October, 1981, an unspecified private placement was made with

new, unnamed institutional investors.

Between them, Schering-Plough, Monsanto,

Grand Metropolitan, and the International Nickel Company (INCO) own just under
50 percent of the company's shares.

The rest is held by the original

investors, employees, and the new institutional investors.

In July, 1981, the

New Standard (London) valued Biogen at $425 million (at a time when the company
was rumored about to go public).

In February, 1983 Biogen filed a preliminary

prospectus in order to raise at least $55 million through a public offering.

All four of Biogen'

s

major corporate equity holders have some R&D

arrangement with the company.

Although, as also discussed with regard to

Cetus, there could be some disadvantages in such a situation, the four Biogen

equity holders are relatively diverse and can provide Biogen with marketing
partners in four areas:

INCO in metals and mining, Schering-Plough in

pharmaceuticals, Monsanto in chemicals, and Grand Metropolitan in food
processing.

Moreover, Biogen has significant relations with other firms.

All three representative Mode

I firms,

Biogen, Genentech, and Cetus,

exhibit significant similarities and permit some important generalizations to
be offered, some of which may also apply to some of the 150 to 300 other Mode
I

biotechnology firms as well.

34

The three firms that we reviewed have all

established strong financial and R&D linkages with larger corporations.

These
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relationships are often multinational in character.

Moreover, all three firms

represent the collaboration of the scientist and the venture capitalist.

These

companies all exhibit some degree of Explicit Strategy; more so, for example,
than the earlier Mode

I

semiconductor firms.

They also have more formal and

more coordinated linkages with outside institutions.

differences between these firms.

But there are significant

Biogen, in one sense, is a mixture of Genen-

Like Cetus, it is diverse with a broad scientific base.

tech and Cetus.

Also,

like Cetus, its strategy is less focused and more opportunistic than that of

Genentech.

But, like Genentech, Biogen plans to be a fully integrated manu-

facturer of biotechnology products.

Also, Biogen has the unique characte-

ristic, especially for a Mode I firm, of being from birth multinational.

Strategic complexity in the U.S. biotechnology industry extends to the

Mode II firm.

From practically the beginning the large Mode II corporation has

been significantly involved with developing and participating in the biotechnology.

The active, early, and strategic involvement of large, diversified

corporations is a key feature of this industry.

Three representative Mode II

corporations will be briefly discussed.

Du Pont is basically taking an inhouse and large-scale approach to
biotechnology R&D.

35

tf*

The firm wants life-sciences R&D projects that will

likely have "multiple innovations that meet fundamental human needs and that
are compatible with the company's technical and marketing capabilities."

Du Pont is doing research in at least four basic areas:

1)

food production

(Du Pont is a major supplier of crop-protection chemicals); 2) health care

(diagnosis and treatment of diseases); 3) renewable resources (using bacteria
and fungi in fermentation processes that will employ renewable resources, such
as sugar, starch, and cellulose, to generate feedstock chemicals); and 4)

interferon research.

In applyiong its research to chemical process improve-

ments, the company is hoping to imporve quality or to reduce costs for high

volume products.
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Du Pont has made an large commitment to biotechnology.

It announced in

July, 1981 that it planned to construct an $85-million research complex near

Wilmington, Delaware for health science research, which will have a staff of
700.

Du Pont is also adding 100,000 square feet of space to its existing

plant-sciences laboratories.

With these new facilities, Du Pont will expand

its research in molecular genetics, immunology, neurology, cardiology, geron-

tology, plant biology, plant pathology, and antomology.

A key feature of Du Pont's approach to biotechnology is its heavy
internal-development orientation (with the exception of its relationships with
universities and university researchers).

Only as a last resort will the

company have other firms, such as Genentech, Cetus, or Biogen, develop its
innovations.

Obviously, Du Pont's strategy strengthens its control of development,

maximizes the likelihood of maintaining proprietary ownership of new processes
and products (thereby creating barriers to entry)

,

facilitates the incorpora-

tion of innovations in existing processes or products, and eliminates potential

conflicts of interest among equity partners.

Monsanto , the second largest U.S. chemical company, offers a contrasting
strategic approach for Mode II participation in biotechnology.

The firm's

active involvement in biotechnology is part of an overall radical strategic

transformation.

The main strategic goal of Monsanto is to move away from

petrochemicals and into special products and high technology areas.

Although,

like Du Pont, Monsanto has a long-term commitment to biotechnology and is

actively developing an internal capability, it is also heavily involved In

biotechnology through external investments and research contracts with various
Mode I biotechnology firms.

Monsanto has equity interests in Genentech (1.6

percent), Genex (10 percent), Biogen (20 percent), and Collagen (23 percent).
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Moti8anto is also developing personnel policies to keep key scientists.

It encourages the publication of scientific papers by its scientists, provides

career incentivies, has a "Fellows Program", and gives a $25,000- and a

$50,000

— award

for significant scientific contributions.

Monsanto probably has the most complex Mode II strategy, in terms of

working in a diverse range of fields (such as agriculture, health care, pollution control, and chemicals), making a commitment both to a strong internal R&D

capability and to effective linkages with specialized biotechnology firms, and

developing a worldwide competitive strategic posture that involves relative
short-term R&D activity (using the firm and outsiders) and a growing accumulaIt also has an extensive university funding effort,

tion of permanent knowhow.

and in June, 1982 gave the Washington University Medical School $23.5 million
for biotechnology research.

It even has entered a biotechnology joint venture

with a consortium of British universities.
Eli Lilly , a large U.S. pharmaceutical company, has about 80 to 90

percent of the U.S. animal-derived- insulin market (which is about 50 percent of

world sales).
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Like Du Pont and Monsanto, Lilly has made a long-term

commitment to biotechnology.

Lilly is also planning the construction of a

$60-million biomedical research center to focus on the frontier areas of

pharmaceutical research.

The center should be completed in 1984.

The

company's R&D expenditures increased 17 percent from 1980 to 1981, from
$200.7 million to $234.8 million.

But for the short term Lilly has a more

focused biotechnology product and process strategy that either Du Pont or

Monsanto.

Lilly has specifically concentrated on producing human insulin

using Genentech's rDNA technology under an agreement with that firm.

Like

Monsanto but not Du Pont, it has formed significant linkages with the more
specialized Mode I biotechnology companies.

Lilly plans to use a near-term,

focused foundation as a technological and financial base on which to create a
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broader and permanent expertise in biotechnology.
is also

For the longer term, Lilly

conducting research on agricultural applications.

Along with its

Internal work and the arrangements with Genentech, Lilly also has research

agreements with the International Plant Research Institute on photosynthesis
and on the development of salt- and drought-resistant wheat.
As seen in the cases of Du Pont, Monsanto, and Lilly, although each

corporation has a somewhat different strategic approach for involvement in the

biotechnology industry, together they (like the Mode I U.S. biotechnology
firms) demonstrate the inherent variety and complexity that now may

characterize technological Innovation and strategy for today's emerging,

technology-based industries.

For Mode II U.S. biotechnology firms, there are

specific differences regarding the initial strategic choice between focus and
b readth (with Lilly being the most focused and Du Pont and Monsanto attempting

to be very broad at the very beginning; Lilly, however, plans to be broad

eventually).

In addition, there is conceptually a strategic choice in

developing technology between solely building an internal capability or

depending mostly on external firms through research agreements and/or equity
positions .

(Du Pont has basically chosen to develop its biotechnology

inhouse; Lilly uses outside biotechnology firms like Genentech; and Monsanto
is attempting to do both).

— closely

Finally, there is a critical pesonnel issue

tied to the key choice of inhouse or contracted

both Du Pont and Monsanto are wrestling:

R&D—

with which

how can large Mode II corporations

keep the "best" technical people in an emerging high-technology industry?

The

attraction of independence, equity, and being an entrepreneur exists, and it
is still unclear whether the motivational techniques being used, for example,

by Monsanto to reward and keep critical scientis'ts will be successful.
II U.S. firms may have sound, well developed Explicit Strategies.

also need effective Implicit attributes as well.

Mode

But they
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In Japan, the commitment to biotechnology is also strong, broad,

energetic, and increasingly multifaceted.

38

Perhaps over a hundred Japanese

firms are now involved in biotechnology in some way, including the following:

Ajinomoto, Daiichi Seiyaku, The Green Cross, Kanegafuchi Chemical, Kirin
Brewery, Kyowa Hakko Kogyo, Meiji Seika, Mitsubishi Chemical, Mitsui Toatsu
Chemical, Mochida Pharmaceutical, Shionogi, Sumitomo Chemical, Takedo Chemical,

Tanabe Seiyaku, and Toray Industries.

A partial example of a Japanese Mode

I

biotechnology company is

Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories, which is one of the ten companies in the
Hayashibara Group.
billion in 1982.
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The Group has about 350 employees and sales of Y28

The Group's president, Ken Hayashibara, is 41.

Hayashibara

Biochemical Laboratories has 110 employees (100 researchers) and a 1982 R&D

expenditure of Y2 billion, which makes this firm the third or fourth largest
private-sector biotechnology R&D operation in Japan.

Hayashibara is the

leading company in the world for the production of interferon alpha using

human cell implantation in hampsters.

The R&D activities at Hayashibara

Biochemical Laboratories are fully supported by the Group.

The Group's

investment in the Fujisaki Institute, the Laboratories' new main laboratory,

amounted to nearly Y3 billion.

Hayashibara has no R&D budget system.

Researchers, the president says,

can purchase any instrument and they do not have to worry If their programs

produce no products for as long as about ten years.

believes that small is beautiful:

Mr. Hayashibara also

"One of my policies for years is to keep

the [Group's] payroll at no more than about 350 employees.

People of the

older generation think that expansion is the main goal of a company.

But to

be innovative, to create new things, it helps to not grow too big."

Hayashibara* s strategy is clear and focused.
fully- integrated company.

The Group does not want to be a

It want to be the biotech engineering company with
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some capabilities in the production of food ingredients, its traditional

products.

The company wants to license technologies and receive royalties in

the biochemical industry.

The Group seeks to establish linkages with many

Mode II companies mainly for joint development and commercialization.

It now

has licensing or R&D cooperative agreements with Mochida Pharmaceutical,

Otsuka Pharmaceutical, Mitsubishi, MBB in West Germany, and the Inseim Pastol

Laboratory in France.
Under the auspices of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI), a j>H3-million Biotechnology Project has been established in which

several major Japanese firms have formed a research association and are

cooperating to develop technological expertise in rDNA technology, bioreactors,
and mass cultures, as seen on Figure 13.

In addition, many major Japanese

firms have substantial biotechnology R&D efforts of their own.

For example,

Mitsubishi Chemical's biotechnology research unit has 150 basic researchers.

Kyowa Hakko is establishing a "life sciences institute" (along side its ongoing

biotechnology R&D facility) where foreign experts will be invited to work.
Most Japanese biotechnology firms, about 84 percent according to a recent MITI
survey, also have significant cooperative R&D relationships with other

companies, universities, or national institutes.

40

Moreover, the Japanese

expect and desire an increasing number of linkages with foreign biotechnology
firms, especially American ones.

41

This new open attitude toward linkages

and interorganization cooperation is a relatively new development for Japanese

technology strategy.
It is in biotechnology, even more than in robotics, where the "New

Strategic Complexity" is most apparent.

Linkages are being established between

Mode I & II firms in the U.S. and between Mode I, Mode II, and Mode III

endeavors in Japan.

Moreover, U.S. & Japanese firms are forming a variety of

interlocking relationships.

They are also entering into important research,

licensing, and marketing agreements with U.S. and European firms in order to

establish and maintain shares of world leadership in the emerging biotechnology
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sector.

A few Japanese firms and other institutions also have equity in

American biotechnology firms.

V.

This trend is seen in Figure 14.

Conclusion
Our brief comparative discussion of the semiconductor, robotics, and bio-

technology industries in the U.S. and Japan offers a number of lessons for the
theory and practice of corporate strategy in modern technology-based sectors.
One of our most important findings concerns the great variety of kinds of

technologically innovative activity that now takes place in each of these
industries.

All Modes of technological innovation are operating, as seen in

Figure 15.

But the portfolios of these activities are not the same in the two

nations (although they are roughly the same in each country for each of the
the three industries).

In the U.S. activity is centered in the small high

technology firm (Mode I) and in the large multi-product/market corporation
(Mode II).

This is true for the oldest technology-based sector studied,

semiconductors, as well as for the newer ones, robotics and biotechnology.
The importance of both Mode I and Mode II activity today in emerging

industries in the U.S. is particularly significant.

The pattern is very

different than, say, for the rise of semiconductors in the 1950s and 1960s.
\t that time, the early semiconductor industry had a

disconnected industrial ecology.
formally separate.

highly fragmented and

The players in each of the modes were

The transactions across organizational boundaries were

largely buy-and-sell ones or involved the movement of key people.

Strategies

were Implicit, focusing especially on markets, quick and flexible adapt-

ability, and autonomy.

The long-term focus that did exist in some firms was

limited primarily to investment in R&D.

Government action, although absolutely

essential, was indirect and limited especially to the key function of being an
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Figure 14

Relationships Between U.S. and Japanese Biochemical Companies
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Figure 15

Modes of Technological Innovation,
by Industry and Country, 1983

Industry/Country
Modes
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enthusiastic and large early market.

The whole technology-strategy relation-

ship was highly disjointed. Formal linkages and comprehensive long-term

strategic action were rare.
If we turn to the present and the early stages of potentially equally

revolutionary industries, such as robotics and biotechnology, a very different
pattern emerges.

There is still great variety in terms of technological

innovative activity.

But now many more of the institutional participants are

acting strategically along a broad front, not in just in terms of R&D investment.
I

Several Mode I firms have highly professional managers.

Moreover, Mode

firms have established strong, close, and formal linkages with larger

corporations.

Unlike the Mode I U.S. firm of the early semiconductor industry,

in robotics and biotechnology the small firm often manifests a highly strategic

orientation.
Similarily, the Mode II U.S. firm in all three industries today acts. in
a very different fashion than it did during the rise of semiconductors.

Most

important, the established large firms have generally recognized new techno-

logies as strategically important.

Unlike Sylvania or Raytheon in the early

semiconductor industry, the established and relevant Mode II firms today are

not ignoring semiconductors, robots, or biotechnology.
these sectors as

key strategic business areas.

They generally view

They do not want to be left

behind and, indeed, appear almost hyper-aware of the potential importance of

new technology for their long-term future.

Consciously or unconsciously the

stark failures and equally dramatic successes in earlier technology-based

industries, like semiconductors, have had a significant impact on current Mode
II strategic behavior.

U.S. large firms are attempting at least to keep pace

with development of technology and business opportunities through both inhouse
and external efforts.

Such firms exhibit a purposeful, forward-oriented, and

Explicit strategic-management behavior pattern with regard to technology that
did not exist often in the early semiconductor industry.
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In Japan, we also see tremendous and growing variety in terms of kinds
of innovative activity taking place.

The most importance difference, of

course, is the key role of the government

activity in the three industries studied.

— Mode

III

—

in shaping basic R&D

The government in Japan is an

active strategist, though by no means the sole or even the most important

strategic decision maker.

In fact, there seems to be an evolutionary trend in

Japan to broaden and balance its portfolio technological innovative activity.
In semiconductors, especially with the VSLI Proeect, the government's role was

paramount.

In robotics, a few small high-technology firms, several large

corporations, and the government and other institutions share R&D activity,

with the center of gravity shifting to the large corporations.

Finally, in

the newest industry, biotechnology, the set of technological innovative efforts
is much more

balanced between Modes I, II, and III.

Japan has developed a

critical mass in terms of variety and number of kinds of R&D efforts taking
place.

Another key future of technology-based sectors in both the U.S. and
Japan is their strongly linked nature.

As we have seen in robotics and

especially biotechnology in both countries, there are strong and formal
connections between the firms in these sectors.
global.

And the linkages are often

Therefore, there is conceptually a growing choice between competition

and cooperation in terms of developing a technology-based business.

The

management of linkages is a key part of the modern strategy-technology
relationship.
The growing complexity, the multifaceted array of linkages, and the huge

task of dealing with concurrent variety of Innovative activities present us

with perhaps the key tradeoff of modern corporate strategy:
and Explicit perspectives.

balancing Implicit

Long-term strategic planning and complicated

resource allocation and pro duct /market categories are essential for managing
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the diverse systems of activities that have been established.

However, we are

in danger of losing the benefits of Implicit Strategy, such as entrepreneurial

commitment, quick reaction and adaptation to changes, individual creativity,
ease of communication, and a focus on implementation.

Large firms are struggling with this primary tradeoff.

But it is clear

that we cannot return to an era of complete autonomy, decentralization, and
pure, basic "good management".

The New Strategic Complexity with all its

strong linkages is a permanent and growing fixture on the global competitive

landscape, at least for technology-based sectors.

Rather, the answers lie

accepting the need for both Implicit and Explicit Strategies and, as many
firms are now doing, developing a number of approaches for Incorporating both

perspectives into technology-strategy decision making.
We now see that our examination of technology-based sectors has high-

lighted perhaps the most fundamental challenge facing modern corporate strategy

both in the U.S. and Japan:

performing adequate straegic analysis for usefully

understanding all the key variables that make up the New Strategic Complexity
while effectively lmplmenting strategic actions unencumbered by an overly

burdensome analytical overhead and structure.

Our analysis tells us that,

given hard work and effective mechanisms, sound strategic analysis and

strategic action can coexist.

But being effective at both is not easy and

requires on-going attention and commitment.
Japan.

This Is true in both the U.S. and
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